COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
For Class IX (marks 75)

1. a. Definitions of Commercial Geography and Commerce
   b. Relationship of Commerce and Geography

2. **Base of Commercial Activities**
   a. Definitions of demand, supply Market, Business and trade
   b. Need for Commercial activities in terms of marl-ct business and trade
   c. Factors promoting market, business and trade. (Location, Culture and Transportation)

3. **Resources of Pakistan**
   a. Resources
   b. Types of resources (Primary & Secondary)
   c. Commercial activates, Using primary resources
   d. Commercial activities, Using Secondary Resources

4. **Commercial Resources of Pakistan Agriculture**
   a. Agriculture
   b. Agricultural products and their distribution inland (major cities only) and utilization (abroad)
   c. Major areas of Production
   d. Commercial Agriculture
      i. Live stock
      ii. Fishery
      iii. Home Culture
   e. Pattern of Distribution
      Problems of boosting.
      Agro- Commercial activities, Technology, storage, Communication (Be discussed briefly)

5. **Commercial Resources of Pakistan (Minerals & Powers)**
   a. Minerals and Powers
   b. Important minerals and power resources
   c. Production, distribution and uses
   d. Energy (Oil, Gas, Electricity and Solar energy)
   e. Brief introduction of Nuclear Energy

**RECOMMENDED REFERENCE BOOKS FOR CLASS IX**
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